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From the Master
I’d like to take this opportunity to reflect on what has
been a truly unprecedented year and thank you. Thank
you for supporting each other through out the
lockdowns. Thank you to those towers that were able to
ring responsibly for doing so, and thank you to those who
weren’t able to for not. Thank you for keeping together
via embracing WhatsApp groups, experimenting (and for
some excelling) in Ringing Room and socially distanced
hand bell ringing. Thank you for embracing John’s
wonderful quiz nights and we managed a ramble or two
with Clare too! And to Paul for keeping these bumper
packed newsletters going; and to Beth and Steve for their
guidance and advice.
By now we should be experts at Zoom, and with the
Christmas gathering approaching (as I write this) this
expertise will be put to the test!
Thank you to Tower Captains for meeting via zoom. These
are helping to shape some ideas to build upon the level of
support we have shown each other recently. With
vaccinations now being rolled out, I’m hopeful for normal
ringing later in 2021 and being able to implement some of
them. It will be great to get out and about and meet you
all in person. Especially those who have not been able to
keep touch so much recently.
Finally, I’d like to wish you and your families a happy and
safe Christmas, and a better New Tier!

As Above
For your Diary:
19th December—District Get Together 15:00 on Zoom
2021
Lets hope the news gets better!!
2nd January—Virtual District Practice
23rd January—ADM on Zoom
26th January —District Quiz 19:30 on-line with Zoom

Wishing everybody a very Happy Christmas and a very much
improved New Year, preferably with lots of ringing!

6th February—Virtual District Practice
23rd February —District Quiz 19:30 on-line with Zoom
30th March —District Quiz 19:30 on-line with Zoom
Rambles— 17th Jan, 14th Feb, 21st Mar, 25th Apr
(dependent on restrictions in force at the time)
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For those that Missed the Quiz
The first round on the fun Christmas Quiz was a series of “When we were Young” pictures of District Members. You will
see both before and after pictures to help you guess. For those who missed it, a selection follows. As it usually says for
these sorts of items, please scroll down for the answers. They are somewhere in this newsletter.

The Ladies—when they were young

1

7

2

3 Left
4 Right

8

5

9

6

10

11

The Ladies—as they are now

H—Barbara Leigh

I—Beth Johnson

J– Carol Adams

K—Cathryn Corns

L—Clare Beech –Left
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The Ladies—as they are now continued

M—Elizabeth Coates

O—Jane Walters
N—Helen Harpole

Q—Nicola Stark
P– Louisa Hennessy

R—Sue Sullivan

The Gents—when they were young

12

13

14

15

16

The Gents—as they are now

V—Andrew Beech
Right

W—Chris Bailey

X—John Harpole

Y —Paul Cammiade

Z—Steve Ashley
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New Ropes and a Rope Dryer at Brentwood
Last year when we were ringing regularly (if you can remember those pre-Covid-19 days) we invested in a new set of
‘Dyneema’ ropes for the front six. Our old ropes, which were made of natural fibre, were about 20 years old and very
susceptible to changes in the moisture within the atmosphere, often making them very stiff and awkward to handle. The
long draught of our bells also meant that it was not uncommon to have the ropes change their length by a considerable
amount. The ‘Dyneema’ ropes have certainly improved the situation. However, the lower 10ft of the new ropes remain
natural fibre and can become stiff in certain conditions.

What to do? For a few years now, our road to a solution has been paved with inertia! We knew what to do but just failed
to carry it out. However, we at Brentwood are indebted Bill Hindley from Shenfield, a regular at our practices, who took
the initiative and built a rope dryer developing his model based on diagrams featured in The Ringing World and on-line.
The attached diagram gives all the necessary details for construction and Bill says he’s happy to help anyone if required
(billnmary2@btinternet.com )
The ropes now remain dry and as we can get most of the sallies into the tube as well, they too are dry and pleasantly
warm.

The Churchwarden has now added the unit to the list of things to be PAT tested and he agreed that it is safe to be left
switched on for several hours in an unoccupied space. It is constructed so that it can be easily dismantled for storage if
space is tight.

So, with new ropes and a rope dryer, what next to improve the ringing experience at Brentwood? As mentioned the
draught is quite long, about 6m plus in the Ringing Room, before then disappearing through the Clock Room and upward
into the Belfry. Only the treble and No.2 are not boxed as they run up through the Clock Room and it’s been suggested
that it might be beneficial to box them as well. It’s also been suggested that rope guides to some of the ropes in the
Ringing Room would be worthwhile. A project for the future perhaps when funds and faculties permit. Definitely a job for
the professionals as sadly I think this would be beyond even Bill’s capabilities!

Chris Bailey and Bill Hindley
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Bernard and Jose Sadler Memorial
With the deaths of Bernard and Jose Sadler, an era at Prittlewell has come to an end. Bernard was tower captain there for
37 years and both Bernard and Jose were ringers at Prittlewell for more than 65 years. Because of this life long
commitment, we, at Prittlewell, would like to have a memorial in the tower at Prittlewell to their memory.

We hope to install in the tower clock room a memorial in the form of an oak bookcase with stained glass front suitably
inscribed, and an ottoman for storage and seating. The bookcase and ottoman have been designed by Tim Basket, a
specialist cabinet maker and ringing master at Great Wakering. The bookcase will contain our peal books, annual reports
and many of Bernard's ringing books.
The cost of this installation will be just over £5000. To date we have donations of just over £2000. If anyone would like to
contribute to this project, please contact David Sloman on 01702 545568.

ADM Saturday 23rd January—Zoom
On the agenda will be a discussion about whether amendments to the Association rules should be included in a virtual
AGM or not, and David Sparling will join us to talk about the ringing recovery movement by the Central Council and the
Association of Ringing Teachers. We will also be appointing a district trustee should the rule change happens in May
2021. Details of how to join the meeting will be sent out nearer the time.

Ringing Room
Are you keen to do some virtual ringing while you can’t get back in the tower? If you’d like to embrace Ringing Room but
don’t have a band to join please let Beth Johnson know (s-district-secretary@eacr.org.uk) so we can link up people who
are interested.

From the PRO
As we have a clearer picture to when we will go back to normal, it would be good to get new ringers starting to learn.
The main way of reaching out to people these days is through social media. So this would be the best way to grab people’s
attention.
The main social media platforms used are things like Facebook, Next Door etc. I am are planning to do a zoom call for
people who may not know how to use social media platforms so they can promote ringing at their tower. For details,
please contact Theo on the email address below
Theo Johnson PRO s-district-pro@eacr.org.uk

Christmas Zoom get Together
Over 40 people joined the excellent District Zoom Christmas Get Together on Saturday 19th December. The program was
led by the Reverend Canon Jonathon Collis from Thorpe Bay who is also a ringer. It started with Tower bell ringing and
included reading, poems and tune ringing on handbells and concluded with everyone ringing a bell at home at the end of
a poem written by the master. All ringing of course supplied by Ringing Room.

Answers to Picture Quiz
1. N, 2. P, 3. Q, 4. O, 5. I, 6. M, 7. K, 8. R, 9. J, 10. L, 11, H. 12. Y, 13. V, 14. Z, 15. X, 16. W.
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Southern District Survey Analysis
Earlier this year, as we were entering our first lockdown, I was keen to gain a snapshot view of the district demographic,
the variation between towers in terms of band size, ringing level etc., and ask towers what they most need from being
part of the association. I constructed a tower captain questionnaire to help. It was really useful, so thanks for the
responses. It has helped inform our Tower Captain zoom meetings and how best to develop ringing in our district.
I’m pleased to share it with you all, as it might also help show how much each tower differs, and where you might be
able to offer support as we open up and return to ringing next year. It’s not too late to be included, just let me know.
Thanks. Trevor Church, District Master, s-district-master@eacr.org.uk
20 Towers completed and returned the survey, so it make the results valid and representative. Most responders added
comments regarding what the support they would like to receive from being part of the Southern District Association.
Obviously COVID-19 has prevented tower visits to discuss further.
Qu 1: How many registered ringers attend your practice nights?

Median 6-10
Qu 2: 2.

On average, how many ‘visitors’ attend your practice night

Average number of visitors per tower is 3.6
Navestock and Rochford depend 100% on visitor turnout
Grays, North Ockendon and South Ockendon, on average receive no visiting support.
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Question 3 .During an average practice night, which of the following is mainly rung/taught?

Half the tower that responded are working on plain hunt, call changes and plain bob

Qu 4 What proportion of your ringers have a goal that they are working towards
Eight towers had no ringers with an aim or goal
Three towers had 100% of ringers with a plan.
On average 49% of ringers attending practice nights were working towards a goal.

Qu 5. Within which range does your tower membership belong?

11-18
Sthn District 8

19-30 31-40
5

5

41-50 51-60
9

30

60+

43

73% of our ringers are over 51 years old.
13% are under 30.
The first six towers in the graph have the most ringers aged 11-18 years
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Qu 6 & 7. Have any of your tower members attended an Association of Ringing Teachers (ART) course and (Qu 7) would
you be open to completing one,
22% towers had ringers with ART qualifications
37% of towers expressed an interest in attending an ART course, if local.
For 70% of these towers it would be their first course.

Qu 8. Has your tower appeared in your local newspaper (not a church newsletter or ringing publication) for a ringing event
or tower open day within the last 12 months?

One tower had appeared in local media within last 12 months

Qu 9. How many new ringers have joined your tower in the past 2 years?

A total of 38 new ringers in last 2 years covering 70% of towers. 90% new to ringing.

Qu 10. What do you/your tower want from the District?
Mixed in with individual requests, nearly every tower requested more support for teaching; further experienced visitors to
help strengthen practice nights and more visitors, in general. .

Qu11. Would you, or a tower representative, be willing to attend a Southern District Tower Captain’s Gathering later this
year?

89% would attend and 11% would possibly attend a meeting of tower captains.
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ART Awards Closing Date 31st December 2020
Subject: Say thank-you to someone making a difference
In these difficult times nomination for an ART Award can be just what is needed to keep someone keen and motivated.
It’s one of many ways we can say “thank you” to people who are making a difference.
As always the ART Awards are open to everyone – not just ART Members or those using the Learning the Ropes scheme.
To reflect the unique challenges ringing has faced during 2021 we are keen to stress that the awards are not only open to
individuals, but also to groups, towers and ringing societies, including Guilds and Associations.
Click here to find out more and to apply - www.ringingteachers.org/recognition/awards

The Sarah Beacham Youth Awards
This year there will be one category covering all aspects of youth ringing (including schools) and the judges will allocate
the total prize money (£800) to nominees as they see fit.

Inspiring Leadership in Ringing (sponsored by Talent Innovations)
Inspiring leadership breeds success, moves us forward and helps a wide range of endeavours to flourish at individual, tower, regional or national level. The judges are keen to consider nominations not only for those who provide inspiring leadership to others, but also to those who inspire others to lead!

Excellence in the Development of Technology (sponsored by John Taylor & Co)
This is the year in which we have seen a huge range of the most imaginative, innovative and useful technical developments, including online platforms, tools and even robots!
If you have used these platforms to help retain your ringers or even to recruit new ringers and you have evidence and examples of success and good practice, then you should consider the
Recruitment or Retention category below, rather than this technology category which is intended for those responsible for
the creation and enhancement of the underlying technical developments.

Excellence in Recruitment or Retention (sponsored by Abel Sim)
Given the restrictions on UK ringing that we have had (and are currently experiencing), we are expecting the majority of
this year’s UK nominations to focus on retention, with innovative approaches. Again, we are keen to stress that this award
is not only open to individuals, but also to towers and ringing societies, including Guilds / Associations.
Further information and application forms are available at www.ringingteachers.org/recognition/awards The closing date
for applications is 31 December 2020 – so now is the time to make sure that those doing great work don’t miss out!

Lesley Belcher
Association of Ringing Teachers Chair
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